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§0. Introduction,
Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g'^2 and T be a conformal
automorphism of order N with t fixed points. We denote <T> the cyclic group
generated by T and M/(T} the surface by identifying the equivalent points on
M under the elements of <T>. M is considered as a covering surface of M/<T>
and the behavior of ramifications depends on the gap sequences of the fixed
points.
Lewittes [7] proved that if t^5, then every fixed point of T is 1-Weier-
strass point, and Guerrero [4] proved that if t=l and the fixed point is not a
1-Weierstrass point, then T has order 6, g = l (mod 6) and the fixed point is a
<7-Weierstrasspoint for all <?^2. Guerrero also gave examples of Riemann sur-
faces with automorphisms of prime order N whose two fixed points are not q-
Weierstrass points. Furthermore several authors considered some cases for the
relation of the fixed points and <?-Weierstrass points.
Duma [2] proved that if N―2 and t^3, then every fixed point of T is a
<7-Weierstrass point for all q^2, and that if N―3 and t7>3, then every fixed
point of T is a g-Weierstrass point for q^>2 (q^2 (mod 3)). Farkas and Kra
[3] proved that if T is of prime order TV and t^3, then every fixed point is
a ^-Weierstrass point for q^>2 (q=l (mod AT)). Accola [1] proved that if T is
of prime order N and t^S, then every fixed point is a iV-Weierstrass point.
Recently Horiuchi and Tanimoto [5] gave a sufficientcondition for fixed points
to be <7-Weierstrasspoint (<?^2) and showed that the results mentioned above
are obtained by using the condition and studied the case where ^3 and T is
of order 5.
Almost all of the results mentioned above, however, are obtained under the
condition that T is of prime order. In thispaper we investigate the properties
of automorphisms without the condition that T is of prime order. In the first
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section we collect for reference the terms and theorems useful for our purposes.
In the second section we discuss the cases where automorphism T has a fixed
point of which gap sequence is specified. We classify automorphisms according
to the number of fixed points, show the relations of genera of M and M/(T},
and determine the rotation constants of the fixed points. In the third section,
we investigate a condition for fixed points to be #-Weierstrass point (q^2) in
some cases classifiedin §2. Furthermore we give some typical examples for
the theorems. In the fourth section, we compute the dimension n＼of H%,
where H% is the vector space of allholomorphic ^-differentials8 such that T{6)
= £kd, s=exp(2ni/N). In the fifth section we give some miscellaneous results.
In the sixth section we give some examples of certain construction of Riemann
surfaces. Finally we compute the integral solution of some trigonometric
"diophantine" equations in §2 and §3 as appendix.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor R. Tsuji for his
kind advice and encouragement. Also the author would like to thank Professor
T. Kato for his useful advice.
§1. Notations, preliminary and key lemmas.
Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g}>2 and Aut (M) be the
group of conformal automorphisms of M. Let TeAut(M) be of order N with
t fixed points. Let M-*M/{T) be an analytic Af-sheeted branched covering,
M/(T) having genus g', then the Riemann-Hurwitz relation states that 2g―2
= N(2g'―2)+$8 where 33 is the sum of the orders of all branch points on M.
We denote Hq the complex vector space of holomorphic ^-differentials.It
is known that dim Hl=nx ―g and any 6^Hl, not identically zero, has 2g―2
zeros, while for q>l, dim Hq=(2q―l)(g―1) and any 6<E:Hq, not identically zero,
has q(2g―2) zeros, div (d) denotes the divisor of zeros and poles of d^Hq.
Concerning divisors on M the Riemann-Roch theorem states r^"1)―deg (&)+i(b)
+1 ―g where r(h~l)is the dimension of the space of functions whose divisors
are multiples of b'＼ deg (b) is the degree of b, and i(b)is the dimension of the
subspace of meromorphic differentialsconsisting of multiples of b.
For each point PgeM, there are d=d(q) integers l=Yi<T2< "･ <Tdcq^<
2q(g―l)+2 such that there exist a ^-differential0&Hq(M) with a zero of order
Tj-l at P, where d=d(q)=dim Hq, i.e., d(l)=g, d(q)=(2q-l)(g-l) if q^2.
The sequence yt< ■■■ydis called the ^-gap sequence at P, and the non-negative
(Kg)
integer wq{P)― 11(.Yj―j) is called the q-th weight at P. PeM is called a q-
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Weierstrasspoint on M if wg(P)>0. Then Wt(g)= 52 w1(P)=(g-l)^(g-+l) or
W,(tf)= 53 ^(P)=(29-l)2^(^-l)2 if q>2.
PeM
TeAut(M) acts on Hq and has a matrix representationwhich is diagonal
form for suitablechoice of basisin Hq. Then a diagonal element is a power
of N-th root of unity s=exp (2iti/N).
Lemma A. {Lewittes) [3] [7] The representation of T on the space Hq is
the d(q)xd(q) diagonal matrix
For 0£k^N-l,
N-l
rally we have 2
* = 0
diag (sri~1+9,£T2-1+q,･･･,erd<≪1~1+9).
nqk denotes the number of s* in the diagonal elements,
iV-1 ff-1
natural y nqk=dim Hq=(2g-l)(s-l) for o>l we have Y, nl―dim H1
ft = O
―g for q=l. Furthermore, denoting Hl={6<^Hq ＼T(6)=sk6}, we have ng=
dim HI, particularly, ?ij=dim Hl=g'.
For each m=l, 2, ■･･,t, we choose a local coordinate z at Pm and an integer
vm such that T"1 is given by T"1: z―>sVmz near Pm (note that vm must be rela-
tively prime to N). The integer vm is called the rotation constant of T at Pm.
Then we have the following important lemmas.
Lemma B. (Eichler trace formula) [3] As above notations,we have
tr(T)=1 + S sW(l-£"m) /or q= 1
m=l
tr(T)= S £vr/(l-£"m) /or g>l
where O^r^iV―1 is chosen as the uniqeinteger such that q―dN+r with d^N,
In each casethe sum is taken to be zero whenever t=0.
As a corollary we have
Lemma C. (Lefschetz fixed point formula) [3] For q=l
tr(T)+tr (T)=2-t.
§2.
1. Automorphisms with a ixed point which is not 1-Weierstrass point.
Let Pi, ■■■,Pt be the fixed points of TeAut(M) and vm be the rotation
constant of Pm. First we assume that P=PX is not 1-Weierstrass point and we
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may assume that vi=l. Put g=lN+s (0<s^N―l). Then, from Lemma A,
we have l=g' and
^r(r)=£+£2+ ･･･+s*=£+s2H hes=O-ss+1)/(l-s).
On the other hand, from Lemma C, we have
(s-es+1)/(l-s)+(s-ss+1)/(l-£)=2-£ or 1+ s+sH hs2s=(3-0ss.
From s=cos (2rt/N) + i sin (2x/N) and the above equation, we have
sin ((s+1)tt/AO cos (stt/AO=((4-0/2) sin (rc/AT).
Namely, sin ((2s+l)7r/iV)=(3-0 sin (tt/N).
For ?=1, we have s=l, N=6.
For f=2, we have s=0 or s+l=7V/2.
For f=3, we have s=(iV-l)/2.
For f=4, we have s=N― 1 or s=N/2.
But we can exclude the case £=4, s=N/2. Because from the Riemann-Hurwitz
relation (hereafter we say the R-H relation), s^N―l, consequently we have
N=2 and this case is contained in the case s=N―l. The case ^5 does not
occur [7]. Indeed from the R-H relation, R=2g-2-N(2g'-2)=2N+2s. Or
the other hand S5;>5(JV―1). Hence we have 2s^3(N― 1), which contradicts
<:</v"-1
We will investigate the above cases in detail.
(a) Case t=l [4]. In this case, N=6, g=6g'+l.
From the R-H relation, we have 33=12. On the other hand the branch number
must be of the form 5-＼-3x+4y, where x (resp. y) denotes the number of points
in M/(T} whose fibre consists of fixed of T3 (resp. T2). The only posibility
is that x=y = l.
(b) Case t=2. g=Ng'.
From Lemma B, tr(T)=l + e/(l-e) + e"V(l-ev0=(l-6l'S!)/(l-6)(l-61'2), while
from Lemma A, tr(T)=0. Cosequently we have v2=N― 1. From the R-H rela-
tion we have 33=2(7V―1), so there is no branch point except Pj and Pz.
(c) Case f=2. g=Ng'+(N/2-l) (N is even).
From Lemma B, tr(T)=(l-£"2+1)/(l-£)(l-£^), while from Lemma A, tr(T)=
(l + e)/(l―s). Consequently we have v2=l. From the R-H relation 58=2(Ar―1)
+N―2, so there is one point in M/(T) whose fibre consists of fixed points Qu
Q2 of T＼
(d) Case t=3. g=Ng'+(N-l)/2 (N is odd).
From Lemma B, tr(T)=l + s/(l-£)+ s1J2/(l--s"2)+ s1JV(l--£1;3),while from Lemma
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A, tr(T)=s(l ―£cAr"1)/2)/(l―s). By simple and concrete calculations we can
show that v2=l, v3=(N―1)/2 (assuming v2^v3) (c.f., Appendix 1). From the
R-H relation S3=3(A/"―1),so there is no branch point except Pu P2, Ps.
(e) Case *=4. g=Ng'+(N-l).
From Lemma B, fr(T)=l + e/(l-e) + 6"V(l-ev0+evV(l-eI's) + 61V(l-e1'4), while
from Lemma A, £r(T)=(e―eN)/(l ―s)= ―1. Then by simple and concrete cal-
culations we can show that v^+Vz―N, Vi=N―l (assuming v2^V3^v4) (c.f.,
Appendix 2). From the R-H relation, 23=4(./V―1), so there is nn branch point
except Pu Pt, Ps, Pi.
We summarize the above resultsin the following theorem:
Theorem 1. // T^Aut(M) has a fixed point which is not 1-Weierstrass
point, then there are only five possiblecases;
(a) t=l, g=6g'+l 0V=6)
(b) f=2, g=Ng' {vh v2)=d, N-l)
(c) t=2, g=Ng'+(N/2-l) (vu v2)=(l, 1)
(d) t=3, g=Ng'+(N-l)/2 {vu v2,v8)=(l, 1,(AT-l)/2)
(e) t=A, g=Ng'+{N-l) (vlfv2,vs, v4)=(l, v,iV-v, A^-l)
Remark 1. In the case (c),we consider T2 instead of T. Then the analytic
Af/2-sheeted covering M-^M/(T2} has four branch points Pu P2, Qu Q2 and g=
(N/2)g+(N/2―l) where ^=the genus of M/<,TZ}. Therefore this case can be
reduced in the case (e) and we know that the rotation constants of Qu Q2
(which are the fixed points of T2) are 2(N/2-l)=N-2.
Remark 2. We say that a iV-sheeted covering M-+M is totally ramified
provided all branch points have order N―l. Briefly M is totally ramified (over
M). Now in cases (a), (b),(d) and (e) M is totally ramified.
Remark 3. Lewittes [7] obtaineda theorem of the same type under the
conditionthat N is prime number.
2. Automporphisms with a fixed point which is normal Weierstrass
point, (i.e., gas sequence 1, 2, 3,･･･,g―l, g+l)
We put g=lN+s (0£s£N-l). If s=0, then g'=/-l. If l^s^A^-2
(A^3), then ^=/. If s=iV-l (A^3), theu g'=l+l.
(1) If s=0, g=Ng'+N. From the R-H relation S5=4AT-2 and S3>(iV―1),
we have ?<4+2/(A^-l). So if A^=2, then t=6 and if A^=3, then ^=5 and if
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A/>4, then t£4.
(2) If l£s^N-2, g=Ng'+s. From the R-H relation 23=2AT+2s-2 we
have t£2+2(N-2)/(N-l), hence t£3.
(3) If s=N-l, g-Ng'-l. From the R-H relation 23=2N-4 we have t^
2-2/(N-l), hence t=l.
We investigate more detail; Put g=lN+s (O^s^iV―1), then from Lemma
A, fr(T)=s+£2+ ･･･ + e*-1 + 6*+1=(e-e8+e'+1-et+B)/(l-6). Therefore Lemma C,
tr (T)+tr (T)=(£-£s + £s+1-s8+2)/(l-£) + (£"1-£"s + £"s"2)/(l-£"1)
Hence
(l-£2s+])(l-£ + £2)=(3-0£s+1(l-£) (*)
(a) Case t=l. From Lemma B, tr(T)=l/(l ― s), so we have
(£-£S + £S+ 1-£S + 2)/(l-£) = l/(l-£) Or £S+ 2-£s + 1 + £s-£ + l = 0.
Then we have AT=1O and g=lQg'+2.
(b) Case t=2. From (*), l + £2-f£s+2+£2s+2=£+£s+1 + £2s+1+ £2s+3.
By the same way in Appendix, we have the following solutions (N, s)=
(4, 2), (4, 3), (8, 1), (8, 2), (9, 3).
But we must exclude the two cases (4, 3), (8, 1), for the contradictions occur
according to the R-H relation.
If (N, s)=(4, 2), then g=4g'+2. From Lemma B, ^(T)=l + e/(l-e) + e>'*,
while *r(T)=(£-£2+£3-£4)/(l-£)=Q. Hence v2=3. From the R-H relation
33=10, so there are two points on M/(T} whose fibres consist of fixed points
Qu Q2 and Ru R2 of T2 respectively.
If (N, s)=(8, 2), then g=Sg'+2. From Lemma B and tr (T)=(£-£2+£3-£4)/
(1-e), e"V(l-e><2)=(e-e2 + s8)/(l-e). Hence v2=3. From the R-H relation 33=
18, so there is one point on M/(T} whose fibre consists of the fixed points
Qx, -,0≪of T＼
If (N, s)=(9, 3), then ^=9^'+3. From Lemma B and tr (T)=(£-£3+£4-£5)/
(1-e), we have e"V(l-sI'8)=(-l + e-es + e4-eB)/(l-e). Hence vz=2. From the
R-H relation 33=22, so there is one point on M/(.T) whose fibre consists of
the fixed points Qu Q2, Q$ of T3.
(c) Case t=3. From (*), (l-£+£2)(l-£2s+1)=0.
(i) If l-£+£2=0, then JV=6.
Assume s=0, then g=6g'+6. From Lemma B and tr(T)―s ― 1, we have
l + £/(l-£) + £';2/(l-£1J2)+ £1/3/(l-£V3)=£-l. Hence we have ≫2+v3=6. There-
fore we may assume v2=l, vs=5. From the R-H relation 93=22, so there are
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two points on Af/<T> whose fibres consist of fixed points Qu Q2 and Ru R2,
i?3 of T2 and T3 respectively.
Assume l^s^4, then g=6g'+s. From the R-H relation 33=10+s, so all
of the branch number is 2s―5 except for the fixed points Pu P2, P3. Then the
possible value of s is 4, namely g― 6g'+4. There is one point of M/(.T}
whose fibre consists of the fixed points Qu Q2, Qs of T3. We may assume
y2=l, i/3=5 as the above case.
(ii) If s2s+1=l, then s=(iV-1)/2 and g=Ng'+(N-l)/2. In this case there
is no branch point except Pu P2, P3. From Lemma B and tr(T)=(s―ss+£s+1 ―
£t+i)/(l―e). we obtain
1 + s/(l ―e)+ £"V(1 ―£V2)+ £VV(1 ―eV3)=(s― ss+ss+1 ― ss+2)/(l―s).
By the same way in Appendix, we have only the following four solutions under
the assumption vz^v%.
(N, v2, y,)=(5, 3, 3), (7, 2, 4), (9, 1, 7),(11, 2, 3)
Namely
g=5g'+2 (vu v2> vs)=(l, 3, 3), g=7g'+3 (vlt vt, v,)=(l, 2, 4),
g=9g'+4 (Vl, v2, vs)=(l, 1, 7), £=llg'+5 (ylf v2, v8)=(l, 2, 3).
(d) Case £=4. According to the consideration in the first step of this sub-
section, we have s―0. From (*), (1 ―e)(l― e+s2)= ―e(l ―e), so we have s2=― 1.
Hence N=A and g=Ag'+A. In this case there is one point of M/(T} whose
fibre consists of the fixed points Qu Q2 of T2. From Lemma B and tr (T)=
s ―1, we obtain
l + £/(l-£)+ £V(l-£'2) + £vVa-£!J3) + £V(l-£^)=£-l.
Then we obtain (v2, v3, v4)=(l, 1, 3) under the assumption v^vz^vA.
(e) Case t=5. According to the consideration in the first step of this
subsection, we have A^=3, s=0 and g=3g'+3. In this case there is no branch
noint except Pu ･･■, Pn- From Lemma B and tr(T)=e―l, we have
1 + 6/(1 - e)+ 6"*/(l- £"2)+ s"≫/(l- £"3)+ 6^/(1 ~ £"4)+ e"V(l - zV5)= £-1 ･
Then we obtain (y2, y3, v4, vB)=(l, 1, 1, 2) under the assumption i^vs^s-^Vs.
(f) Case f=6. According to the first step of this subsection, we have
N=2, s=0 and g=2g'+2. In this case it is trivial that there is no branch
point except P1} ■･■,Pe and (vu ･■■,ve)=(l, ■■■,1).
Remark 4. As a matter of fact, we are able to know that the cases e―
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6g' +4 and g=9g'+A in the above do not happen on account of the results of
the computation n＼. Indeed n＼can not be obtained as integer in the two cases.
We summalize the above resultsin the following theorem:
Theorem 2. // T<=Aut(M) has a fixed point which is normal Weierstrast
point, then there are only 11 possible cases:
(a) /=1, £=W+2 (#=10)
(b-1) t=2, g=4g'+2 (#=4) {vu v2)=d, 3)
(b-2) f=2, g=8g'+2 (N=S) (vu v8)=(l, 3)
(b-3) t=2, ^=9^+3 (N=9) (Vl, va)=(l, 2)
(c-1) f=3, g-5^'+2 (#=5) (vltv2, v,)=(l, 3, 3)
(c-2) f=3, 5=6^+6 (#=6) (ylf v*,v3)=(l, 1, 5)
(c-3) t=3, g=7g'+3 (N=7) (v1(v2, v,)=(l, 2, 4)
(c-4) f=3, 5=11^+5 (#=11) (vIfv2, v,)=(l, 2, 3)
(d) f=4, ^=4^+4 (#=4) (Vl,y2, v8,w)=d, 1, 1, 3)
(e) f=5, g=3£'+3 (#=3) (vx,v2, vs,v4j vB)=(l, 1, 1, 1, 2)
(f) f=6, g=2^'+2 (#=2) (vu v2, v3,v,, y5,ve)=(l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
We can say briefly;
Corollary 1. If T has a fixed point which is normal Weierstrass point,
then we have t^6 and #^11.
In other words;
Corollary 2. // T has f^>7 fixed points,every fixed point of T must be a
Weierstrass point which have weight ^2. If T has of order N^12, every fixed
point of T is not normal Weierstrass point.
Remark 5. In cases (c-1), (c-3),(c-4), (e) and (f), M is totally ramified.
3. Automorphisms with a fixed point which is hyperelliptic
Weierstrass point, (gap sequence 1, 3, 5, ･■･,2g―l)
We assume that M is hyper ellipticand that a fixed point P―P＼ of Tg
Aut (M) is a hyperelliptic Weierstrass point. As well known, if M is hyper-
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elliptic,T^Aut(M) has strictry 2g+2 or at most 4 fixed points. Indeed, there
is a meromorphic function / which takes any value twice and so we put F=
f―f"T. If F^O, then F has at most 4 poles, and so T has at most 4 fixed
points. If F=0, then for any PeM, f{P)=f(Q) (Q = T(P)). That is T is an
involution of M if M is considered as 2-sheeted covering of P1 by /, and the
2g+2 ramification points are fixed points of T clearly.
Now, from Lemma A, tr(T)=s+s3 + s!H He2*"1.
We put
g=lN+s (O^s^N-1).
If JV is even, then there is no multiple of ./Vin {1, 3,･･･,2^―1} and so
the genus g' of M/<T> is 0.
If N is odd, there are /+1 (resp. /) multiples of N in {1, 3, ･･･, 2g―1} if s^
(N+l)/2 (resp. s^(iV-l)/2), and so
f /+1 (s^(7V+l)/2)
{ I (s^(iV-l)/2)
If N =2, g―2l-＼-s(g'=Q), then from Lemma C
tr(T)+tr(T)=-g+(-g)=2-t or t=2g+2,
namely T is hypereilipticinvolution.
If N is odd and s^(iV+l)/2, then from the R-H relation,
2£-2=2(J＼fe'-tf+s)-2=iV(2s'-2)+g3,
therefore S3=2(s-l)^(iV-l)f. Hence t=l. If AUs odd and s£(N-l)/2, then
from the R-H relation,
2g-2=2(Ng' + s)-2=N(2g'-2)+%,
therefore S3=2iV+2s-2^(iV-l)f. Hence /^3.
We will investigate the above cases in detail, tr(T)=£-fs3+ ･･･-＼-tlg~l=
s(l-£2s)/(l-£2)and from Lemma C, we have l-e"=(2-0e"~1(l-e8).
Case t=l. l-eis=e2s-＼l-e2) so (l-£2s-1)(l+ s2s+1)=0.
If N is even, s2s+1=-l. Therefore s= N/4-l/2 or s=3iV/4-l/2.
If N is odd, £2S"X=1 namely 2s―l=N, but this case does not happen, for
the branch point is the only one point Px.
Case t=2. l-£4s=0.
From 0^4s^4(A^―1), we have the following
s=0 (N: arbitrary) and s=N/4, N/2, 3N/4 (N: even).
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Case t=3. l-e^-e^Cl-e2) so (l-e^Xl + s""1)^,
If N is odd, e"+1= l, hence s=(N-l)/2.
If TV is even, e"-l=-l, hence s= /V/4+l/2 or s=3iV/4+l/2.
Case t=A. l-s"=-2eBI|-1(l-e8).
From £=cos {2iz/N)+ i sin(2n/N), we have sin(4tts//V)+2 sin(2n/N) = 0.
But this equation has no solution when N^3 by simple calculation.
Now, we will determine the rotation constants and investigate the behavior
of ramification in the above cases.
(a) case t=l.
We do not need to determine the rotation constant in this case.
If s=/V/4―1/2, the branch number is (2/+3/2)/V―2 excepting the number
of Px from the R-H relation S=2g--2+2/V. If s=3/V/4-l/2, the branch num-
ber is (2/+5/2)/V-2 excepting the number of P, from S5=2^-2+2/V.
(b) case t=2.
From Lemma B, tr(T)=l + e/(l-s) + e^/(l-svz)=(l-£v^l)/(l-e)(l-s^).
If s=0, then tr(T)=0. So we have vs=N―l. From R-H relation 23=
2//V+2/V-2, the branch number is 2//Vexcept for Pu P2. If s= N/2, then fr(T)
=0. So we have vt=N―l. From the R-H relation 23=2//V+3/V-2, the branch
number is 21N+N except for Px and P2. If s=/V/4, then tr(T)=s(l-siV/2)/
(l-£2)=2e/(l-£2). So we have (l-£^i)/(i_£)(i_^2)=2s/(l-£2). Therefore
£,2+i=r_1? hence va=N/2-l. From the R-H relation, S=2//V+57V/2-3, so the
branch number is 21N+N/2 except for Px and P2.
If s=3/V/4, then tr(T)=£(l-£3iV/2)/(l-£2)=2£/(l-£2).So we have v2=
7V/2-1. From the R-H relation, %=2lN+7N/2-2, so the branch number is
21N+3N/2 except for Px and P2.
(c) case ^=3.
From Lemma B, ^r(T)=l + s/(l-fi)+ eI'V(l-e>'2)+ el'V(l-e1'8).If N is odd
and s=(N-l)/2, then ^r(T)=£(l-£2s)/(l-£2)=-l/(l + £). Hence l+e/(l-e)+s1'*
/(I―£"2)+ £VV(1―£V3)=―1/(1+ £). By the same way in Appendix, we have the
following solution (vu vz)―(N―2, TV―2). From the R-H relation, there is no
branch point except Pu P2, P2.
If TV is even and s=N/4 + l/2, then N=2 (mod 4). We consider M/<T2>
and denote g the genus of M/<.T2}. Since N/2 (=the order of T2) is odd, we
have g=(N/2)g or g=(N'/2)g+(N/2―l)/2. These, however, do not occur, be-
cause TV must be 2 and T is hyperellipticinvolution in these cases. Indeed,
from g={N/2)g for example, we have #=2/+l/2+l//V> so N must be 2. Also
from g―{N/2)gJr{N/2―l)/2, we have the same. The case that N is even and
s=3/V74+l/2 is the same as above.
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Theorem 3. // T^Aut(M) has a fixed point which is hpperelliptic Weier-
strass point, then there are only 8 possible cases except that T is the hyperelliptic
involution:
// N is odd, then
(a) t=2, g=Ng' (,, y2)=(l, N--1)
(b) t=3, g=Ng> + {N-l)/2 {vu v2, vs)=(l, N-2, N-2)
If N is even, then g'=0 and
(c-1) ^=1, g=lN+N/4-l/2
(c-2) t=l, g=lN+3N/A-l/2
(d-1) t=2, g=lN (vlf v2)= (l, iV-1)
(d-2) /=2, g=lN+N/2 (vu v2)=(l, iV-1)
(d-3) f=2, g=lN+N/4: (vu v2)=(X, N/2-1)
(d-4) t=2, g=lN+3N/4 (vu y2)=(l, W2―1).
Remark 6. In cases(a) and (b),M is totallyramified.
Remark 7. Horiuchi [6] investigated normal coverings of hyperelliptic
surfaceswhich are also hyperellipticand obtained most part of the above in
other aspects.
§3. Higher order Weierstrass points for some cases
1. Now we give sufficientconditions for fixed points to be ^-Weierstrass
point (q~^2) in some cases.
Theorem 4. // T<EAut(M) is of odd order N and has three fixed points
Pu P2) P3 whose rotation constants (vu v2,vs) are (1, 1, AT―1/2), then we have the
following;
(i) Pu Pi are q-Weierstrass points (q^2) except possibly for the following
cases:
(1) N=l (mod 6) and either q=
(2) N=5 (mod 6) and either q=
N+2
N+l
3
. , ...
2N+1
(mod N) or q=―■=―
(mod N) or g=
2(N+1)
3
(mod AT)
(mod N)
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(ii) P3 is q-Weierstrass point for all q^2.
Proof, (i) Assume that Pt (i= l, 2) is not <?-Weierstrass point, then from
Lemma A, Jr(T)=s9(l + s+ ･■･e -1H'-1>-1)=(e*-e-s*-iN-3≫*)/Q.-e). While, from
Lemma B, tr(T)=2sV(l-£) + £(iv"1)9/V(l-£(lV"1)/2).
Hence, e<I-s?+iN-1>'t + s-iq-<If-n'i-e-*l+1 + ei'f-l:>q'i-G<N-1>'"2+1=Q. Then we
can obtain the desired condition (cf., Appendix 3).
(ii) Assume that P3 is not ^-Weierstrass point, then from Lemma B, tr(T)
= (£9-s-29-(iV-3)/2)/(l-s), while from Lemma B, tr(T)=sV(l-e)+2e<JV-8)V
(1 ―eN~2). Hence 2£':iV+1)/2=l+ £. This equation has no integer solution N.
<q.e.d.>
Theorem 5. // T<=Aut(M) has four fixed points Pu P%, P3) P4 whose
rotation constants (vu v2, v3, v4) are (1, v, N―v, N―l), then Pt (i=l, 2, 3, 4) is q-
Weierstrass point (q^2) except possibly for the following case; N is odd and
q=N+l/2 (mod TV).
Proof. Assume that Pt (z= l, 2, 3, 4) is not ^-Weierstrass point, then from
Lemma A, tr(T)=(s9-e-39+2)/(l-s), while from Lemma B, tr(T)=£V(l-£) + £!;12
/(l-sv)+s(*"s5V(l-s<JV'1'>)+ ecy-1)V(l-e(Ar'1)). Hence we have
Then we can obtain the desired conclusion (c.f., Appendix 4) <q.e.d.>
Theorem 6. // T^Aut(M) is of even order and has two fixed points Pu
P2 where the rotation constants (vx,v2) are (1, 1), then Pu P2 are q-Weierstrass
points except possibly for
2g=l (modN/2).
Proof. Assume Pi (resp. P2) is not <?-Weierstrasspoint, then from Lemma
A and Lemma B, we have e4<z=e2. Htence 2q=l (modiV/2). <q.e. d.>
2. We give the examples of the above theorems.
Example of Theorem 4.
We will now consider the Riemann surfaces of the algebraic function
ylf=x(x-l) (N: odd).
This is the surface of genus g=N―1/2 and has a representation as iV-sheeted
cover of the sphere with 3 ramification points Po, Pu P≪>over 0, 1, co respec-
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tively. Also Po, Pu P are the fixed points of the automorphism T: (x, y)―>
(x, ey).
A basis for the complex vector space Hl of holomorphic differentialsis as
follows:
dx dx dx
' N-l ' -yW-2 ' ≫y(.N-l-)/2･
The 1-gap sequence at Pu P2 is 1, 2, ■■■,g-and 1-gap sequence at Poo is 15 3, ･･･,
2^―1, so the surface is hyperelliptic.
Now we can compute the <?-gap sequences and ^-weights at Plt P2, Poo for
all q^2 constructing a basis for the complex vector space Hq of holomorphic
^-differentials inductively. We mention the results as follows; Let [a, bj be
the set of integers n such that a<n<b.
<q-gap sequencesand q-weightsof Pu P2>
(I) N=6n + l (i.e.,N=l (mod6))
i) If q=2k-l (mod/V) (l^k^n), then <7-weight(3£-2)(3n-3£+ l) and
[1, 2q{3n-l)-6n+3k-2Ji2q(3n-l)-6n+6k-3! 2q(3n-l)-3n+3k-lJ.
ii) If q=2k (mod/V) (l^k^n), then ^-weight (3Ar―l)(3n―3/fe+ l) and
[1,2g(3n-l)-6n+3^][29(3n-l)-6n+6^, 2?(3n-l)-3n+3fc].
iii)If ^=2n+2^-l (mod N) (l£k^n), then ^-weight 9(Af-l)(n-fe+l) and
[1,2<7(3n-l)-6n+3£-2][2?(3n-l)-6n+66-4, 2^(3n-l)-3n+3fe-2].
iv) If q=2n+2k (mod ^V){l^k<n), then ^-weight (3)fe-lX3n-3fe+2) and
[1,29(3n-l)-6n+3fe-2][2^(3n-l)-6n+6^-l, 2tf(3n-l)-3n+3fc]|.
v) If <?=4n+2^-l (mod^) (l^k^n), then ^-weight 3(A?―l)(3n―3fe+4)
and [1, 2q(3n-l)-6n+3k-3]l2q(3n-l)-6n+6k-5, 2q(3n-l)-3n+3k-2].
vi) If q=4n+2k (mod iV) (l^ife^w), then ^-weight (3/fe-2)(3n-3^+2) and
[1, 2^(3n-l)-6n+3^-l][2^(3n-l)-6n+6^-2, 2?(3n-l)-3n+3£-l].
(II) AT=6n-l (i.e.,AT=5 (mod6))
i) If q = 2k-l (modTV) OSk^n), then ^-weight (3^-2)(3n-3^+2) and
[1, 2q(3n-2)-6n+ZkJl2q(3n-2)-6n+6k-l, 2q(3n-2)-~3n+3kJ.
ii) If q=2k (modN) (i^k^n), then ^-weight 3(3k-l)(n~k) and [1,
2<7(3n-2)-6n+36+2][2?(3n-2)-6n+6£+2, 2g(3n-2)-3n+3^+l].
iii)If q~2n+2k-l (mod N) il^k^n), then ^-weight (3k-2)(3n-3k+l)
and [1, 29(3n-2)-6n+3)fe+l][2g(3n-2)-6n+6^, 2?(3n-2)-3n+3fc]|.
iv) If q=2n+2k (modTV) (l£k^n), then ^-weight 9k(n-k) and [1,
2<7(3n--2)-6n+3£+2I2?(3n-2)-6n+66+3J 2?(3n-2)-3n+3ife+2].
v) If q=4n+2k-l (mod N) (l£k^n), then a-weight (3k-l)(3n-3k+l)
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and [1,2q(3n-2)-6n+3k + lJl2q(3n-2)-6n+6k+l, 2$(3n-2)-3n+3fc + l].
vi) If q=4n+2k (modiV) (l^k^n), then ^-weight 3k(3n-3k-l) and
[1, 20(37i-2)-6n+3fc+l]f20(3n-2)-6n+6fc + l, 2tf(3n-2)-3n+3fc+l].
(Ill) N=6n+3 (i.e.,N=3 (mod6))
1) If g=2k-l (modA^/3) (l^ife^n+1), then <?-weight(3k-2)(3n-3k+4)
and [1, 6^n-6n+3^-4][6^n-6n+6^-5, 6gn-3n+3k-2J.
ii) If q=2k (modA^/3) (l£k^n), then g-weight (3A?-l)(3n-3/fe+2) and
[1, 6qn-6n+3k-2]{6qn-6n+6k-2, 6qn-3n+3k-l].
<Q-eat>sequencesand a-weishtof Poo>
g-weight
£(£+1)
2
and [1, 2q(g-l)-2g+ll 2q(g-l)-2g+3, 2q(g-l)-2g+5, ･･-,2q(g-l)+l.
Example of Theorem 5.
We willnow considerthe Riemann surfacesof the algebraicfunction
yN=x(x-l)(x-a)N-1.
This is the surface of genus g=N―l and has a representation as an TV-sheeted
cover of the sphere with the four ramification points Po, Pi, Pa, P≪>over 0, 1, a,
oo respectively. Also these points are fixed points of the automorphism
T :(x, jy)->(*,ey).
A basis for the complex vector space H1 of holomorphic differentialsis as
fnilnws ･
n-＼ dx, N_2 ax,
(x―a)dx
y2
dx
y
The 1-gap sequence at Po, Pu Pa, P^ is 1, 2, ･･･,g and we can easily show
that this surface is hyperelliptic. We can compute the <?-gap sequences and q-
weights at these points by the same way as Example of Theorem 4. We men-
tion the results as follows:
<q-gap sequencesand q-weightsof Po,PifPa, Pco>
(I) N: odd
i) If q=k (modiV) (l£k£(N-l)/2), then g-weight (g-2k+2)(2k-i) and
[1,(2q-l)(g-l)-N+2k-im2q-l)(g-l)-N+4k-l, (2q-l)(g-l)+2k-lJ.
ii) If q=(N+l)/2 (mod N), then ^-weight 0 and [1,(2q-l)(g-l)J.
iii)If q=(N+l)/2+k (mod N) (l^k£(N-l)/2), then ^-weight 2(g-2k+l)k
and [1,(2q-l)(g-l)-N+2kW2q-l)(g-l)-N+4k+l, (2q-l)(g~l)+2kl.
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(II) N: even
If q=k (mod TV/2)(l£k£N/2), then ^-weight (g-lk+2)(2k-l) and
[1, (2o-l)(ff-l)-W+2fc-l][(2?-l)(g-l)-JV+4fc-l, (2q-l)(g-l)+2k-n.
Example of Theorem 6.
We consider the Riemann surface of the algebraic function
yN = x(x-l) (N: even)
This is the same equation of Example of Theorem 4 except for the difference
between even or odd. This surface is of genus N/2―1 and is hyperelliptic.
But this case can be reduced in the case of example of theorem 5. Indeed, as
we noticed in Remark 1, we can see that the analytic N/2 cover M-^M/(T2)
has four ramification points Po, Pu PL, Pt, whose rotation constants are
(vi, v2, v%,vO―(1, 1, N/2―l, N/2―1). So we can see that the q-gap sequences
and ^-weights at Po, Pu PL, PI is as follows;
< q-gap sequences and q-weights of Po, Pu PL, P'l>
(I) N/2: odd
i) If q=k (mod JV/2)(l^fc^(JV/2-l)/2), then ^-weight (q-2k+2)(2k-l) and
[1, (2q-l)(g-l)-N/2+2k-l]U2q-l)(g-l)-N/2+U-l, (2q-l)(g-l)+2k-lJ.
ii) If q = (N/2+l)/2 (mod N/2), then ^-weight 0 and [1, (2q-l)(g-l)J.
iii) If q=(N/2 + l)/2 + k (mod iV/2) (l^fc^(iV/2-l)/2), then ^-weight
2(^-2^ + 1)^ and [1, (2q-l)(g-l)-N/2-＼-2kJl(2q-lXg-l)-N/2+Ak + l,
(2q-l)(g-l)+2kl
(II) AV2: even
If q=k (modiV/4) {l^k^N/A), then g-weight (g-2k+2)(2k-l) and
[1, Q,q-l){g-＼)-N/2+2k-l-＼l{2q-l){g-l)-N/2+lk-l, {2q-l)(g-l)+2k-ll.
§4. Differentials.(Dimension n＼of HI)
We can obtain rc£=dimH% in each case of Theorem 1,2 and 3. Methods of
computation are owed to J. Lewittes [7], [8] essentiallyand Lewittes and
Duma obtainedinequalitieson n＼. By the same way we can compute n＼ex-
plicitly,because in our special cases we have known the rotationconstants
exactly.
We mention the tablesof n＼in each case of Theorem 1.
Here we put q―Nd + r (O^r^N―l) and we denote nl=nk for simplicity's
sake.
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Table 1. (Case a―I)
t=l, g=6g'+l, N=6. Then,
t=2, g=Ng'. Then,
t=2, g=Ng' + (N/2-l). Then,
nk = g' for all k (0£k<N-l)
no=g', nk = g'+l (i^k£N/2-l), nk = g' (N/2^k^N-l).
IV) t=S, g=Ng'+(N-l)/2. Then,
no=g', nk = g'+l (l£k£(N-l)/2), nk = g' {{N+l)/2^k^N-l).
V) t =4, g=Ng'+(N-l). Then, no=g', nk = g'+l (l^k^N-1).
Table 2. (Case q^2)
I) t=l, g=6g'+l, N=6. Then,
If r=o, no=(2?-l)g' + l, nfc= (2<7-l)g' (1^^4), wB=(2<7-l)g'-l.
If r^l, nr = (29-l)^' + l, nr_1=(2^-l)^-l, n* = (2?-l)£' (k*r, r-l).
II) ?=2, g=Ngf, rotation constants (1, TV―1). Then,
If r=0, no=(2^-l)^-2d + l, nA = (29-l)^-2rf (l^Af^iV-1).
If r^l, n* = (2^-l)^-2d-2 ()fe<r,N-k<r),
nk = (2q-l)g'-2d (k^r, N-k^r)
nk = {2q-l)g'-2d-l (k<r, N-k^r or &^r, N-k<r).
HI) f=2, ^=iVg/+(iV/2-l), rotation constants (1, 1). Then,
If r=0, no=(29-l)^'+9-4d + l, nk = Vq-l)g'+q-U (l^k^N/2),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-ld-l {N/2+l^k^N-l).
If l^KiV/2,
w* = (2^-l)5r/+?-4d (ife^r,^+r^7V/2),
nfc= (29-l)g' + ^-4d-l (k^r, N/2<k+r£N),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-&d-2 (k<r, k + r£N/2 or k^r, N<k + r),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-U-Z (k<r, N/2<k+r<N).
If N/2<r£N-l,
nk = {2q-l)gf+q-Ad-2 (k^r, k+r£3N/2),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-4d-3 (k<r, k-＼-r<N or k^r, 3N/2<k+r),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-4d-4: (k<r, N<k+r^3N/2),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-4d-5 {k<r, 3N/2<k+r).
IV) ^=3, g=Ng' + (N-l)/2, rotation constants (1, 1,(iV-l)/2). Then,
If r=0, nQ=(2q-l)g'+q-3d + l, nk = (2q-l)g'+q-3d {l^k^{N-l)/2),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-3d-l ((N+l)/2£k<N-l).
If r^l, nk = (2q-l)g'+q-3d (k^(N-l)/2, k^r, N-2k^r),
nk = {2q-l)gf+q-U-＼ (k£(N-l)/2, N-2k<r or
k^(N+l)/2, k^r, 2N-2k>r),
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nk = (2q-l)g'+q-3d-2 (k^(N-l)/2, k<r, N-2k^r or
k>(N+l)/2, k^r, 2N-2k<r),
nk = (2q-l)g'+q-3d-3 (k£(N-l)/2, k<r, N-2k<r or
k^(N+l)/2, k<r, 2N-2k^r),
nk = {2q-＼)g'+q-M-± (k^(N+l)/2, k<r, 2N-2k<r).
V) t=A, g=Ng' + (N-l), rotation constants (1, v, N―v, N―l).
Let Xk, p-k be integers such that Xk-v=k (mod TV), /lk+fik= N, l^Xk, ftk^
N-l. Then,
If r=0, no=(2q-l)g'+2q-Ad + l, nk = (2q-l)g' +2q-id-l (l^k^N-1).
If r^O, no=(2q-l)g'+2q-4d-3, nk = (2q-l)g'+2q-4d-l (1),
nk = (2q-l)g'+2q-4d-2 (2), nk = (2q-l)gf+2q-4d-3 (3),
nk = (2q-l)g'+2q-4d-4: (4), nk = (2q-l)g'+2q-4d-5 (5),
where, case (1) means that all of four integers k, N―k, lk, [ik are smaller than
r, case (2) means that only one of them is lager than or equal to r, case (3)
means that just two of them are smaller than r, case (4) means that only one
of them is smaller than r, and case (5) means that uone of them is smaller
than r.
We have the tables in other cases of Theorem 2 and 3 but we will omit
those on account of their length.
Example of calculation of n＼.
We give an example of calculation of n＼in the case Table 2 I), namely,
g=6g'-＼-l. There are five branch points except Px which are the fixed points
of T2 and T3. We denote the fixed points of T2 by Qu Q2 and the fixed points
of T3 by Ru R2, R3. We denote tc(P1)=P, 7c(Q1)=n(Q2)=Q, 7t(R1)=7r(R2)=
7u(Rs)=R. Considering the projection M^M/(T2}, we see that M is covering
surface over M/(T2} with three fixed points Pu Qu Q2 and M has no branch
points except Pu Qu Q2. So the rotation constants with respect to T2 are
(1, 1, 1) from Theorem 1 (d), i.e.,(T2)"1: Z->£2Z at Pu Qu Q2. Now we may
assume nk^0 for some k, namely there is a holomorphic ^-differential0 such
that T(d)=sk6. If U(eM, not a branch point, is a zero of 6 of order u, then
each of the points Ta{U) (l^a^5) is a zero of order u. Thus the divisor of d
has the form
where
diy(0) = P1mKQiQ2)m2(RiR,Rs)m-iIl(ilTa(Uj))uJ! m^O, Uj>0
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m1+2m2+3rn3+6(i] uj)=2q(g-l).
Note that u, may be arbitrary but not mj. In fact T"1: 2―>sz at P, locally and
0 is represented by d = (ao + a1z+ ■■■-＼-anzn+ ■■■)dzqlocally, so the condition
T(d) ― &kd says that en+qan=ekan, therefore ara=Q for n not satisfying n+q=k
(mod 6). In particular the first non zero coefficient has index of the form 6/1,,+
k ―q, hx^O an integer. Similarly (T2)"1: z―>e2z at Qx (resp. Q2) and 6 ―
(ao + alz+ ･■･+anzn+ ■■■)dzqlocally so the condition T＼d)=elkd says that
s2(ra+9)a7l=£2fcan, therefore are=0 for n not satisfying n-＼-q=k (mod 3). In
particular the first non zero coefficient has index of the form 3h2+k ―q, /x2^0
an integer. Similarly (T3)"1: z^s2z at i?i (resp. R2 and R3) locally so the con-
dition T＼d)=£3kd says that the first non zero coefficient has index of the form
2hi + k ―q, h3^0 an integer. Therefore the divisor of d is denoted by
div (d)=p16hi+k-<i(Q1Q2yhz+k-ci(R1R2R3yh3+k-<i n (n to(Uj))uj .
If 0*ei/f is another ^-differential of which divisor is
div {d*)^P1<+k'＼Q1Ql)<+k'＼R1RtRzfh>k~q
ft
(II Ta(UJ))uK
then 6*/d ― f is an T-invariant meromorphic function on M, for T(f) =
T(d*)/T(d)=ak6*/ekd=f. The divisor of / is
div(f)=Pl6a*-**＼QlQ2)Hll**-h*＼R1RiRs)iih**-'l*>
X II (II Ta(U^)u*n (
ft
Ta(Uj))-uJ
j=l a= 0 ?'=1 a = 0
Then f―n{f) becomes a meromorphic function on M/(T} of which divisoris
div(/)=jp/t*-/lig/l2-/l^4-ft3fjft*≫)fi Q-UJ.
.7 = 1 .7 = 1
Here we consider the following 36 cases; (r, k)―(0, 0),･･･,(5, 5): If r=0,
k = 0, then ml=6hl-g=6(hl ―d), m2=3(/i2-2d), m2=2(h3-3d) and h^d, ht>2d,
h3^3d because m,^0. Let b0 be negative divisor on M/(T} as follows, bo=
pf-inQtd-hiftad-hs-jjft-uj^ Then any 0*(=Hi induces a meromorphic function
f=K(d*/d) and div(/) is a multiple of 50. On the otherhand any meromorphic
function / of which divisor is a multiple of b0 induces a meromorphic function
f=x~l(f) such .hat fd = 0*<E.Hl. Hence n＼is the dimension of the space of
meromorphic function of which divisor is a multiple of b0, namely nl=r{b0).
We are now in a position to apply the Riemann-Roch theorem. Now,
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deg(50-1)=/i1+/z2+/i,-6d+SMJ,
while,
2q(g-l)=m1+2m2+3ma+6&uJ)=6(hl-d)+6(hi-2d)+6(hs-3d)+6(IluJ),
so deg (bo~1)=2qg'>2g' ―2. Hence f(50"1)=0. Using the Riemann-Roch theorem,
ng=r(50)=deg (50-1)+l-^ + /(50-1)=(2^-l)^ + l.
In the other (r, k) cases we can compute n＼ similarly.
In all other cases in the above tables we can compute n＼by the same
routine work.
§5. Miscellaneous results.
1. We consider the case t―2. Theorem 1 asserts that, if Pi is not a 1-
Weierstrass point, we have g=Ng' and the rotation constants are (1, N―l).
Now conversely we start the following condition; g=N, g'= l and the rotation
constants (1, AT―1),i.e., we don't assume that Px is not a 1-Weierstrass point.
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7. We assume that t=2, g―N, g'= l and the rotation constants
(1, AT―I). Then the two fixed points Pr and P2 are not 1-Weierstrass points or
l-Weierstrass points with the same gap sequence of which weight are a multiple
of N.
Proof. From Table 1, we have n＼~n＼= ■■■=nlg^y=l. Therefore there is
a basis {0k} of Hl such that T(dk)=zkdk. The condition T(0O)=#O says that
the order of the zeros of d0 at Pj is h}g+g―l (j=l, 2). The condition
T(dk)―ekdk (k^l) says that the order of the zeros at Px (resp. P2) is
htg+k ―1 (resp. h2g+g―k ―l). Since total orders are 2g―2, we observe
that div(dk)=P1k-lP28-k-1nTa(Qk) or div(^*)=A*+*"1A*"*"1 or div(0*)=
pk-ip2g-k-lt
If there is a Ok such that div (6k)=P81 +k-1Pg2-k'1,then we have div (0*/0o)
= P＼P~ik, therefore dk/d0 (resp. djdk) is a meromorphic function of which
poles are P＼(resp. Pf) so & is a non gap of Px and P2.
If there is a 0, such that div(0*)=P{-1/J!*-*-1, then we have div(0*/0o)
―p-g+kpg-k^ g^ gQ Q._^ jg a n()n gan Qf Px g^ p2>
If div(6k)=P*1-1PB2-k-1liTa(Ok) (k
a = 0
1, ･･■>£■―1) and Qk = Qm {ki^m) for
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cirtain k and m, then dlv (dk/dm)=Pk1~mPf~k so k ―m is a non gap of Px and
P2. We put d'=(dk/dm)do, then div(^/)=^f+(*"m)"1^f~<*"m>"1.
Therefore if Pi is not 1-Weierstrass point, the divisor of dk must be
div (dk)=Pki~1Pi-k-lJJTa(Qk) for any k and Qk are different from each other.
a =0
Also non gap k (l^k^g―1) exists if and only if there exists dk such that
div(^*)=Pf +*-1JPf-*-1 or <＼＼v(dk)=P＼-lPlg-k-＼ Moreover it is clear that P1
and P2 have the same gap sequence and the weight is a multiple of N=g from
the form of the divisor of 6k. <q. e. d.>
For example, if g―N―3, the gap sequence of P, is {1, 2, 3} or {1, 3, 5},
if g―N=A, the gap sequence is {1, 2, 3, 4} or {1, 2, 4, 7} and if g=N=5, the
gap sequence is {1 % 3, 4. 5} or {1, 2, 3, 5, 9} or {1, 2, 4, 5, 8} or {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}
etc.
2. We consider the case t―3. Theorem 1 assertsthat if Px is not a 1-
Weierstrass point we have g=Ng/ + (N―l)/2 and the rotation constants are
(1,1,(N―l)/2). Conversely we obtain the following:
Theorem 8. We assume that t―2>,g=Ng'+(N―l)/2 and the rotation con-
stants are (1, 1,(Af-l)/2).
(i) If g'―O, M is hyper elliptic.
(ii) // M is hyper elliptic,Pu P2 are not 1-Weierstrass points and P3 is a
l-Weierstrass point and /(Pi)=P2, where J is the hyperellipticinvolution.
Proof, (i) If g'=0, then g=(N―l)/2. From Table 1, we have rcJ=0,
n＼=＼(l^k^(N-l)/2=g). Therefore there is a basis {6k} of H1 such that
T(dk)―£kdk. Considering the rotation constants, the condition T(6k)=skdk
says that the divisor of 6k is div {dk)=P＼-xPl-lP＼e-2k. Hence the gap sequence
of Pi and P2 is 1, 2, ･･■,g and the gap sequence of P3 is 1, 3, ･■･,2g―l, so M
is hyperelliptic.
(ii) If M is hyperelliptic,the number of 1-Weierstrass points is 2g+2=
{2g' + l)/N+l. Hence one of the points Pi, P2, P3 is 1-Weierstrass point. If Pt
(resp. P2) is a 1-Weierstrass point, then according to Theorem 3, the rotation
constants are (1, N―2, N―2), so the rotation constants of P2 (resp. Px) and P3
must be the the same. It contradicts. So P3 must be a 1-Weierstrass point.
Since / is in center of Aut (M), T(J(Pj))=J(T(Pj)=J(Pj) and /(P,) is also a
fixedpoint,hence /(Fi)=P2.
Lewittes [7] showed above theorem in the case that N is prime
<q. e. d.>
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3. We consider the case t―A. Theorem 1 asserts that if A is not a 1-
Weierstrass point we have g=Ng'+N―l and the rotation constants are (1, v,
N―v, N―l). Conversely if the rotation constants are (1, v, N―v, N―l), is P,-
(j=l, ■･･,4)not a 1-Weierstrass point? It is not correct in general, however
if g'=Q we have the following:
Theorem 9. We assume that t=4, g=N―l, g'=Q. Then we have
(i) Pu P2, P% and P4 are not 1-Weierstrass points if and only if the rotation
constants are (1, v, N―v, N―l),
(ii) moreover, M is hyperelliptic if and only if v=l, namley (1, 1, AT―1,
N-l).
Proof, (i) If Px is not a 1-Weierstrass point, from Theorem 1 the rota-
tion constants are (1, v, N―v, AT―1). Since g'=0, from Table 1, mJ=0, nj=l
(k = l, ■■■,g). Hence there is a basis {dk} of H1 such that T(dk)=ekdk (k = l,
■■■,g). Considering the rotation constants, we have that the divisor of 6k is
div(^*)=-Pi"1^2*~1i38r";*"1i34r"*"1,where h-v=l (modTV), 1^/U^N-l. Hence
the gap sequence of all Pj is 1, ･･･,g and so all of Pj are not 1-Weierstrass
points. Conversely if the rotation constants are (1, v, N―v, N―l), then the
form of the divisor 6k is as above, therefore it is clear that all of P, are not
1-Weierstrass points.
(ii) If the rotation constants are (1, 1, N―l, N―l), then there is a as is
{dk} with div(^ft)=(P1P2)*-1(F3F4)iV-*-1. Hence div(0*/0*_x) = {P1Pi){P,PiYl,
therefore dk/Rk-＼is a meromorphic function of order two, and so M is hyper-
elliptic.
If 2^v<N-v^N-2, we consider 0*0, (l<k, l^N-l) as above. In this
case the divisor of dk6i is
div (dkd^Pt^Plk^l-ZpiN-lk-Xl-tpZN-k-l-t _
Then there are ku k2, h and /2 such that kl+ll―k2+l2, Xk^+Xi^Xk^X^ since
2^Lv<N― v^LN― 2, (v, N)=l. Therefore the number of independent dk8i is
is larger than 2g―l, and so M is not hyperelliptic. <q.e.d>
§6. Examples of the construction of Riemann surfaces.
We consider the case t=2, g=Ng', rotation constants (1, N―l)
Example 1. Assume g'=l, N―?>, namely g=3.
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From Table 1 of §5, there is a basis 0O, 0lt 62 of H1 such that T(0k)=
ek0k (k = 0, 1, 2), s=exp (2jt*/3). Then we obtain the following 15 differentials
of H4 as products of 0k.
ei d＼d0, die,, eie.e,, e＼e＼^m
6＼, 0＼0u 0＼0u 0＼000t, Offi^Hi
01, 010 a, 6＼62, 0＼0*0u 0＼0＼<=m.
From Table 2, n＼=A, n＼―5, n|=5, so there is a linear relation in the first
group.
a0di+a162061d2+a2606s+as60dl+a4626t=0.
We put 0l/00=x, 62/60=y. Then
ao-＼-a1xyJra2x3-＼-asys-＼-aix2y2=Q.
If a2=0. Then ao + a1xy + asy3 + a4x2y2―O. We take birational transformation
y = Y, xy=X, then ao-＼-a1X-＼-asY3-＼-a4X2=O.This Rieman surface is of genus
gf^l. It contradicts. So we have G2^0. Similarly we have asi=0. Also, if
ao=O, then G1X3;+ a2^:'+ a33'3+ fl4^23'2=:0.But thisRiemann surface is of genus
g^2. So we have ao^O. Consequentry we can normalize;
M: xs+y* + ax2y2+bxy+ 1=0 .
This Riemann has the group of automorphisms Aut (M) whose order six in
general. Its generators are
T : (x, y) ―> (sx, s2y) and S : (x, y) ―> (y, x).
The fixed points of T are Px and P2 which lie over x―-<x>. And we can easily
see that these points are not 1-Weierstrass points, for Ft and P2 correspond to
(0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0) provided that they are considered on homogeneous coordi-
nate and the Hessian of XBZ+Y2Z + aX2Y2+bXYZ2+Z* is not zero at (0, 1, 0)
and (1, 0, 0).
Example 2. Assume g'=l, N=A. Namely g=4. From Table 1, there is
a basis ＼0k} of Hl such that T(0k)=sk0k, (6 = 0,1,2,3) s=exp(2jr*/4)=*. Then
we obtain the following 10 differentials of H2 as product 0k.
o＼, 0,0,, oielhi ooou o2Ot<=m
0002, 0＼, d＼^H＼ 000s, OiOz^Hl.
From Table 2, ≪o=2, n＼―2, n%=3, n＼=2, so there is a linear relation in the
first group. axOl + azd^s + dsOi^O (*). (*) is a quadratic form with respect to
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{6k}. If all ak=£0, then the rank of (*) is 4, and if at=0 or a3=0, then the
rank of (*) is 3.
Case of rank 3. If Gi=O, then didz=-cd＼ (c: const.) and div(dz/82)=
div(d2/@i)-―PiP2l, It contradicts. So a3=0. Consequentry (*) is 0^0+02^1^3
=0 (**). Then we have div(0i)=6_P2 and div (63)―6P1. This shows that the
1-ffap sequence of P, and P2 is II, 2, 4, 7}.
Case of rank 4. We investigate the divisor of 6k and we know that 1-
gap sequence of Px and P2 is {1, 2, 3,4}.
Furthermore we know that P, and P2 are the fixed points of T. So they
are 1-Weierstrass points (resp. non 1-Weierstrass point) in the case of rank 3
(resp. the case of rank 4).
Next, we obtain the following 20 differentialsof H3 as products of 0k.
6＼ 6,6,6,, 6,6%, 01ds, 626＼^Hl
616U 6O020Z, 6＼09, 6,61 0＼<=H＼
6162, 0O0＼, 0,6＼, Bl OiOs09<=Hi
610s, 000^0^, 01 0x01 OWz^Hl.
From Table 2, nl-=A, n＼―A,nl=3, n|=4, so there is a linear relation in each
group. But we may consider only one linear relation in the third group from
(*) or (**). We have
b16o621+b26od23+b36l+bi010263=O (#).
By the way we know that the canonical image of M in P3 is contained in the
intersection of the quadric and cubic defined by (*) or (**) and (#).
(i) Case of rank 3. We put 6a―x, 62=y, 6,=z, 6z-=u and normalize
a. = 1, a2= ―1 so we have
x2-zu=0 (**) b1xz2+hzxu2+b3ys+b4yzu=0 (#).
We put u = l and we represent the surface in affine space. Then /?1x5+&2x +
b3y3+biyx2=0. Clearly bi=frO and b3^0 otherwise the genus g<A. So y3 + b4yxi
-^-x^+biX ―Q. Namely we can normalize the equation of the surface as follows:
x2―zu=0, xz2+axu2 + y3-＼-byzu = Q
or
y3+byxa+x*+ax = 0.
in) Case of rank 4. We out 0n=x. 6o=v, 6, ―z, d≪=u and normalize
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a1=a3―1> 02= ―1.
x2-zu-y2--=R (*) 61xz2+62xm2+63^3+^3'^m=0 (#)
We put u = l and we represent the surface in affine space. Then b1x{x2+ y2)2
+b2x+b3y3+b4y(x2-＼~y2)=0. Clearly bi^O otherwise the genus g<4. Namely
we can normalize the equation of the surface as follows;
x2―zuAry2―R, xz2+axuz+by3-{-cyzu = 0
or
x(x2 + v2)2+ax+6v3+cv(x2+v2)=0.
Appendix (The integral solution of some trigonometric
"diophantine" equations of §2 and §3.)
l + £/(l-£)+ £^/(l-£"2)+ £V3/(l-£V3)=£(l-£(Ar"1)/2)/(l-£), (1)
Put v2=X, v3―ft and assume l^pt. Here, from s=cos (2tt/A0 + z sin{2ix/N),
we have
e/(l_e)=_l/2+/ sin (2tt/A0/2(1-cos (2n/N))
eV(l-e;)=-l/2+≪ sin (2^w/iV)/2(l-cos (2Xtc/N))
s'1/(X-sft)=-l/2+i sin Vpn/N)/2(l-cas (2fix/N))
£civ-i)/2/(1_£)=r?y2Sin(jc/N) .
Hence, the above equation (1) is deformed as the following equation
s＼n(2X7:/N)/2a-cos(2^/N)) + sin(2fi7t/N)/2a-cos(2fi^/N))=l/25ln(7r/N)
or
cot(X7v/N)+cot (ftn/N)-cosec (x/N)=0 .
Step 1. Assume 2^LX^Lp..
Since cot x is monotone decreasing in 0<x<7r,
cot(X7t/N)+cot (^7r/A^)-cosec (tt/N)^2 cot (2;r/A0-cosec (it/N)
= (cos(2tt/A^)-cos (tc/N))/sin(ic/N) cos (^/7V)<0 .
Therefore there is no solution in this case.
Step 2. We may assume ^=1 from step 1.
cot(fin/N)=cosec (7t/N)-cot (7r/N)=(l―cos (n/N))/sm (n/N)
cos {(ik/N) sin (;r/W) + sin{pm/N) cos (7r/AT)=sin (fiz/N)
sin((≪+l)7r/^)=sin (≪tt/N).
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Therefore we have fi=(N―l)/2.
2.
1 + e/(l - e) + e"V(l - £"2)+ e"≫/(l- £"3)+ e≪/(l- e"4)= -1
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(2)
Put v2=X, v%―pi,Vi=v and assume A^ft^v. Here, from e=cos (2tv/N) +
i sin {2tc/N), (2) is deformed as below;
sin(2tt/A0/(1-cos (2ic/N))+sm (2Xx/N)/(l-cos )2Xn/N)
+ sin(2fi7c/N)/(X-cos (2pnt/N)) + sin (2v7r/iV)/(l-cos (2v7r/JV))=O
or
COt(ff/iV)+ COt (Xn/N) + C.Ot(ft7c/N)+ COt(V71/N) = O .
Since the function cot x is monotone decreasing in 0<x<7r,
cot(Xn/N)+cot (fi7:/N)+cot (v7t/N)^3 cot vic/N).
Step 1. Assume X^fi£v£N-3 (iV^4). Then,
cot (^/iV)+cot Uw/iV)+cot (ft7c/N)+cot (v?:/N)^cot (n/N)+3 cot(vw/7V)
^cot (tc/N)+3 cot((N'-3)7t/N)=cot (w/iV)―3 cot(3;r/A0
= (sin(3tt/^V)cos(tt/AO-3 cos (3ff/iV)sin(w/7V))/sin(jt/AO sin(3^/iV)
=(sin (3tt/A^)cos (tt/AT)- cos(3w/-/V)sin(tc/N)
-2 cos(3ff/iV)sin(^r/A^)/sin(x/N) sin(3w/^V)
= {sin(2k/N)-(sin (An/N)-sin (2n/N))＼/sin(tt/AT)sin(3^/A^)
= (2 sin(2tc/N)-sin (4^r/A^))/sin(tt/AO sin(3tt/AT)
= 2 sin(27r/A0(l-cos (2ic/N))/sin(tc/N) sin(3;r/A^)>0 .
Therefore, there is no solution under the assumption X^ft^v^N―3.
Step 2. Assume v=N―2. Since (N, v)=l, N must be odd. Then
cot(Tr/AO+cot Ujr/AO+cot (un/N)+cot ((N-2)n/N)=0
or
or
or
or
cot(X7c/N)+cot(tiTc/N)-cot(2n/N)+cot(7:/N)=0
cot(X7c/N)+cot(fm/N)+cosec(2ic/N)=0 .
If fJt=N-2,
cot(/ln/N)+cot((N-2)7c/N)+cosec(27:/N)=0
cotQn/N)-coH2n/N)+cosec(2j:/N)=Q or cot(^^/AT)+tan(7r/7V)=0
cos(Xn/N)cos (x/N) +sin (Xtc/N) sin(n/N)=0 or cos(W-l)w/^V')=0.
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But since N is odd, there is no solution.
If p^N-4,
cot (Xn/N)+zot (ft7:/N)+cosec (2n/N) ^ -2 cot{Ait/N)+cosec (2n/N)
=(cos (2w/7V)-cos (4ff/iV))/(sin (2tt/]V) cos (2tt/A0)>0 .
Therefore, there is no solution.
If ft=N-3,
cotU7r/iV)+cot((A/'-3)7r/iV)+cosec(27r/iV)=0
or cot(;t7r/AO-cot(37r/iV)+cQsec(27r/iV)==0 ･
We put FU)=cot(^^/iV)-cot(37r/iV)+cosec(27r/Ar:). Then F(X) is monotone
decreasing function of X.
F(N-5)= -cot (5ic/N)-cot (37r/7V)+cosec (2n/N)
= (sin (5x) sin(3x) ―sin (2x) sin (8x))/sin (2x) sin (3x) sin (5x) {x―k/N) .
The numerator=(l/2)(2cos(6x)cos(4x)―cos(6x)―cos(8x)).
Put cos(2x)=Z, then
The numerators f(Z)=8X5-4Z4-12Z3+4Z24-(9/2)Z-(l/2).
/'(X)=40X4-16X3-36^2+8X+-^-, /(l)=0, /'(1)= j>0.
Hence f(X)<Q for X nealy equal to 1. Therefore F(N-5)<0 for large N.
F(N-6)=-cot(6ic/N)-cot(3n/N)+cosec(2n/N)
= (sin (6x) sin(3x) ― sin(9x) sin (2x))/sin (2x) sin (3x) sin(6x) (x=x/N)
=4 sin (2x) sin (3x)(sin2(3x) ―sin2(2x))/sin (2x) sin (3x) sin (6x)
=4(sin2(3x)-sin2(2x))/sin (6x)>0.
Therefore, for large N', there is not integer solution. If N is small, we
can investigate that there is no integer solution by direct computation.
Step 3. Assume v=N―l. Then
cot(7r/A0+cot (Xn/N)+cot (fm/N)+cot ((N-1)t:/N)=0
cot (Xx/N)+cot (fin/N)=0 so sm((X + fi)n/N)=Q.
Hence we obtain that X + fi=N.
3.
£9_£5+(Ar-l)/2_)_£-2g-(Ar-3)/2_£-2g+l_|_£(iV-l)g/2_£(W-l)g/2+l_Q (tfi
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We may assume 0£q£N-l clearly. From e=cx}s(2n/N)+ i sm(2x/N),
£9_£8+CiV-l)/2
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= cos(2qjc/N)-cos{(2q+N-l)n/N) + i{sin(2qn/N)-sm((2g+N-l)7c/N)}
= 2 sin((4+N-l)n/2N) sin((N-l)ic/2N)
-i{2 cos(@q+N-l)7c/2N) sin((N-l)n/2N)}.
g-2g-(iV-3)/2£-2g+l
= cos((4?+N-3)7r/./V)-cos (2{2q-l)n/N)
-is＼TL(S£q+N-%)n/N)-sm(2(2q-l)ic/N)}
= -2sm≪&q+N-5)i:/2N)sm((N-l)n/2N)
-i{2 cos((8q+N-5)x/2N) sin((N-l)n/2N)}.
£(Ar-l)g/2__£(Ar-l)≪/2+l
=cos((AT-l)^/iV)-cos(((iV-l)9+2)ff/iV)
+≪{sin((N- l)qn/N) - sin((C/V-l)g+2)^/iV)}
=2 sin(((N-l)q+l)7c/N) sin(jc/N)-i{2 cos(((N-l)q+l)7:/N) sin (*/#)}.
Hence, (Real part of the left side of (3))/2
-^sin((lq+N-l)n/2N) sin((N-1)jc/2N)
-sin ((8^+AT-5)^/27V) sin((iV-l)7r/2iV)+ sin((N―l)q+l)n/N) sin(w/iV;
=2 cos((69H-A^-3)^/2iV) sin((-^+1)^/^) sin((N-l)x/N)
+ sin(((AT-l)9+l)7r/AT) sin(tt/A^)
= 2 sin((-6tf+3)7r/2iV) sin((-^+l)w/^V) cos(n/2N)
+2sin(qic+(-q+l)n/N)sm(7t:/2N)cos(i:/2N)
=2 cos (7T/2AT){sin((-6g+3)jr/2iV) sin((-^+l)7r/iV)
+ sin(qrv+ i-q+l)7t/N) sin(w/2iV)} =0 .
Since cos(7r/2Ar)^0, we have
sin((-6q+Z)7c/2N) sin(-q+1)x/N)
+ sin(qn+(-q+l)n/N) sin(tc/2N)=Q .
By the same way, from (Imaginary part of the left side of (3))=0,
(3.1)
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sin((-6g+3)7:/2N)cos(-q+l)7t/N)
+cos(qx+(-q+l)7r/N)sin(n/2N)=Q. (3.2)
If q is odd, (3.1) and (3.2) have the forms
sin ((-g+l)n/N) {sin ((-6<?+3);r/2iV')-sin (n/2N)} = 0 (3.1)'
cos ((-g+l)7c/N){sm ((-6q+3)n/2N)-sin (n/2N)＼ =0 . (3.2)'
Thus
sin((6?-3)7r/2N) + sin(7r/2A0=0 or
2 sin ((3q-l)n/N) cos ((3?-2);r/2iV)=0 .
Hence we have
q=(2N+l)/3 or <?=(iV+2)/3.
If q is even, (3.1) and (3.2) have the forms
sin((-^+l)r/AT){sin((-6^+3)^/2A^) + sin(^/27V){=0 (3.1)"
cos ((-q+l)7c/N){sin ((-6^+3)^/2iV) + sin (n/2N)} =0 . (3.2)*
Thus
sin((6?-3)7r/2iV)-sin(7r/2iV)=0 or
2 sin (@q-2)jc/2N) cos ((3^-1)^/2^=0 .
Hence we have
?=20V+l)/3 or q=(N+l)/3.
4.
e-s9+V(l-e) + 6^/(l-6I') + ecw-1')V(l-e^">') + eciV"1V(l-e/v"1)=0. (4)
We may assume Of^q^N―1. By simple calculations we have (Real part of
the left side of (4))/4
= cos ((v-4:q+3)7c/N) sin {vtz/N) sin ((-2q+l)7i/N)
+cos ((v+l)n/N) sin (w/AT) sin (v(2?-l)w/iV)=0 , (4.1)
and (Imaginary part of the left side of (4))/4
= sin ((v-4q+3)n/N) sin (vn/N) sin ((-2^+l)r/iV)
+ sin((y+Dw/TV) sin (n/N) sin (v(2^-l)w/^V)=0. (4"2)
From (4.1) and (4.2), we have
sm((v-4q+3)x/N)(MS((v+l)7c/N)-cos((v-4q+3)x/N)sm((v+l)7:/N)=0.
Thus
sm(2(q-l)jc/N)=0 or
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2 sin ((20-1);:/JV) cos ((2o-l)/JV)=0 .
If sin((2g-l)7c/N)=0,
If cos((2q-l)7c/N)=Q,
not satisfy our condition.
the forms
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then we have q=(N+l)/2.
we have q=(N+2)/4 or q=(3N+2)/4 but these do
Indeed, for example q=(N+2)/4, (4.1) and (4.2) have
cos((v+ l)7c/N){sm (WiV) + sin(tc/N) sin(vtt/2)}=0 ,
sin((v+1)tz/N) {sin(v7r/iV)+ sin(n/N) sin(vtt/2)}=0 .
Thus
sin(y7r/A0 + sin(tc/N) sin(vtt/2)=0 . (4.3)
Since N is even (A^=4^+2), v is odd. If v= l(4), then sin(v^/2)=l and so
sin(v^:/iV)+ sin(7r/iV)sin(vjr/2)=sin(v^/iV) + sin(7r/iV)>0. Hence (4.3) has no
solution. Also the case g=(3iV+2)/4 is the same as above.
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